The charges of the light brigade

Spring came out with a vengeance yesterday and sent the thermometer soaring above what scheduled for this time of the year. With this trend toward summer weather, the leaves and grass should be sprouting forth at a rate which is usually successful fencing convenience. Also, as the walks are convenient location. The walks are in and, since they are constantly persist for the Institute and its surroundings.

When the Institute was at the beginning of the year and as the walks were sinister and overcast, there was not much of the dormitory resident or commuter so that numerically these residential groups fall below in numerical attendance even though they can boast of the largest enrollment.

Now that the fraternities have cooperated to the extent of having hundreds percent participation by the residential groups, the other students should follow suit by attending the Light Brigade. It is high time that some average Technology student give some serious thought to conditions that are not tied up with scientific education. Being the nature of our courses we have a tendency to become too one-track minded here at the Institute.

I'IT NECESSARILY SO

Looking through new releases clustering upon our office, we found this one of the best we have seen. We feel that someone has either failed to hit certain institutions of learning in their survey, or that the light of the average Technology student gives some serious thought to conditions that are not tied up with scientific education. Being the nature of our courses we have a tendency to become too one-track minded here at the Institute.
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